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About Us

Promoted by technical entrepreneurs from IIT Kharagpur in 1985, Company initially started with manufacturing products for Industrial Control and Pollution Control. Gradually focus shifted to Power Electronics products, embedded electronics and renewable energy. Signotron has 50,000 sq.ft. space available for manufacturing facility in the prestigious Electronics Complex, Salt Lake, Kolkata. Company has a total strength of 140 employees which is increasing continuously. Graduate and Post Graduate Engineers. Diploma Engineers, Technicians, MBAs, Office and Commercial staffs.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/signotron-indkolkata/aboutus.html
INDUSTRIAL BATTERY CHARGERS

- IGBT Based DSP Controlled Battery Charger
- ACDB & DCDB Distribution Board
- IGBT Based Regenerative Battery Charger
- Inteli-Charger (Multiple Battery Charger)
OTHER PRODUCTS

Static VAR Compensator

DC-DC Converter

UV Flame Detector
| Nature of Business | Manufacturer |
CONTACT US

Signotron India Private Limited
Contact Person: Asis Halder

Plot No. J1-6, Block - Ep, Sector - V, Salt Lake, Electronics Complex
Kolkata - West Bengal, India

https://www.indiamart.com/signotron-indkolkata/